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Sir Cumference and his son, Radius, sat in the shade of a tree,
enjoying a delicious midday meal. Partway through the lunch,

Sir Cumference grabbed his stomach and doubled over in pain.

“Ooooh, my belly!” he wailed. “It feels like fire! Radius! Run

to the castle. Find the good doctor and get me a cure.”
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Radius ran to the castle
and up a winding staircase to the

doctor’s workroom. The doctor was out. Radius

entered the mysterious place full of plants and potions.

“What shall I do?” he wondered. “Father is in great pain.

I’ve got to bring him something.”
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Radius looked
at several bottles.

“Hmmm,” he murmured. “This

says ‘Fire Belly.’ Father has a fire in

his belly. Maybe this will cure it.”

Radius picked up the bottle and

hurried back to Sir Cumference.
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The knight gratefully took the bottle and gulped the liquid down. KABOOM!

Sir Cumference disappeared and a dragon now sat on the grass.

“AHHHHHH!” screamed Radius. “Where is my father?”
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D“ on’t worry, Father! I’ll get

help,” Radius called over his

shoulder as he ran back

toward the castle.
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The guards on watch had also seen the big explosion.

When the smoke cleared, they saw the dragon and alerted

everyone in the castle to the danger. Plans were made.

Messengers were sent across the countryside to ask nearby

knights to come and vanquish the fire-breathing beast.
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